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FRIDAY
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Glee Club
Maps Tour
For March

Mahla Heads
Construction
Of'P&PSeb

To Give 16 Concert* On
Week's Trip Through
Three States
The itinerary for the trip
which will be taken by the
Men's Glee Club during the
week starting March 23 was
released today by business
manager Paul Lindenmeyer.
The men will appear before
the public on 16 different ac-

casions during this thousand-mile
jaunt.
The first program will be given
at Port Clinton on March 23 and
another program will be presented
that same day at Sandusky. Early Monday morning- the group will
leave Sandusky and will head toward Cleveland, giving concerts in
Clearview High School, North
Ridgeville High School, and Mayfield Heights, suburbs of Cleveland.
March 25 finds the men giving
programs at the high schools of
Mayfield Heights, Orange, Cuyhoga and at Willoughby. The
next day concerts will be given at
Willoughby High, Geneva High,
and at Ashtabula, after which the
club will cross the Ohio border and
proceed to Girand, Pennsylvania
where another concert will be
given.
March 27 will be a day of relaxation for the boys during which
time the sights of Niagra Falls
will be taken in. Leaving Niagara
Falls on March 28, the glee club
goes to Champion where a concert
is to be given that evening. Mar. 29
will be spent in Akron and that
evening a program will be given
in Massillon. It was also announced that after this concert a
dance will be staged in honor of
the glee club. The final appearance
will be in Carey on March 30.
Professor Leon F. Fauley, director of the group, says that the
transportation will be by modern
bus. Ht also states that the group

Offer Tom Thumb'
Chemistry
Here
Twenty men and four co-eds are
taking the course in semi-micro
qualitative analysis, an experimental course in first-year chemistry,
according to Dr. C. S. Martin, department head.
The chemists use equipment
about one-fifth the size of ordinary
equipment, and the work goes five
times as fast. Liquid* arc measured in drops, thus reducing the
time required for the experiments.
The racks for the reagent bottles
were made by N. Y. A. workers
of the chemistry department.
"In common with most colleges
in the Middlewest, the Bowling
Green department of chemistry
and physics is experimenting with
new courses in semi-micro analysis. Smaller quantities are used,
decreasing the cost to both the taxpayer and the student, decreasing
the time spent and speeding up the
course. These new courses are offered only to advanced students,"
Dr. Martin stated.
About 15 per cent of the students are now taking the course,
in contrast to five students last
year. This increase is comparable
to that of other universities, Dr.
Martin 'said.
Girls taking the course are Esther Burner, Rowena Joice, Helen
Hepplethwaite and Nancy Shireman.

Rennaissance

Catalogue Man

Design

Dominates All
Scenes
More elaborate than any
sets used on the University
stage in two years will be
those featured in "Pride and
Prejudice," according to Neuman LeRoy Mania, technical
director and scene designer
for the University Players'

Debaters
Second In
Ohio Meet

Concert Band
Wfll Play In
Chapel Today

Bronson, Immel Take Six
Out Of Six For
Top Honors

Group Will Make Second
Appearance Under
Baton Of Smith

After winning second piace
in the "A'* championship division of the Men's Ohio State
Debate Tournament and first
place in the "B" Division,
Bowling Green State Univer.
sity debaters returned from!
Columbus last Saturday. In j

The University band under
the direction of Prof E. E.
Smith, will nresent the assembly program this morning
in the auditorium at 10.
The University band has a
wide selection of numbers to
present this morning in their

a group of 66 teams, from 19 Ohio'
next production.
colleges. Bowling Green had the
Blue-prints for three separate
only two undefeated teams.
interiors are finished, and the outBowling Green's affirmative team
J. R. OVERMAN
line for the set for Act I has been
of John Bronson and Vincent ImLEW .fi,A*ut*y
Dean of the College of Liberal mel was the only undefeated team
painted on the stage. The making
of blue-prints of the set designs Arls, Dr. J. R. Overman, above, in the "A" division in which 38
Bernard Ryan
Instructor in the music depart- is a professional practice that is received 4,700 University cata- teams contested.
ment and director cf the Men's rarely used in amateur produc- logues for 1941-42 from the print- and Lawrence Kuril made up the
er yesterday.
Git* Club, Prof. Leon B. Fauley. tions.
other Bowling Green team in the
Dr. Overman annually compile!
above, will direct tbe men's choral
"A" division.
Late Renaissance architecture,
group in their annual spring con* which was in vogue in 1843 when official University data and inMarvin Pcnrce and Clarence
formation about the three college!
cert tour beginning March 23.
Hohman composed the only unthe play takes place, is character- for the bulletin.
A Columbia graduate, Fauley ized by elaborate panelling and
defeated team in a group of 28
ha* been directing the group for wall decorations. The style is a I
teams. The "A" division was for
the past eight year*.
experienced debaters and the "H"
transition between the extreme
division was for beginners. Other
fussiness of the preceding period)
members of the debute squad who
and the simplicity of present-day
participated in the Men's Ohio
architecture.
State Debate Tournament
are
The first set is the drawing
Bruce Sidehotham anil Waldo Egroom of the Bennet home ut Longbert,
Harold
Psomas
nuil
Robert
bourn in Hertfordshire, England. Will Address RepresentaMorgan, and Fred Whitker and
Five scenes take place in this settives Tomorrow at 7 In
Robert Berardi.
ting. One scene occurs in a room
This week-end four teams will
303A To Organize
'rescott Of Minnesota at Aunt Gardiner's home in Cheapattend the Greut Lakes Tournaside, London, and the other scene
Will Be Guest
Gayle Lathrop of Colum- ment at Baldwin-Wallace College.
is set in Lady Catherine
de
Conductor
Bourgh's drawing room, Rosings bus, secretary of the Ohio William McCann and Elder. BaldPark, Hunsford, Kent.
area YMCA, will address a win, Clarence Hohman and Marvin
Pearce, McDonna Sitterle and
The all-Ohio Inter-collegiate
A crew of 45 students will be (rroup of representatives from David Habol and Charles Lehman
band festival will be held in the used in the performance of the various campus organizations
university auditorium Friday and technical work on the show. Marie in an effort to create a group will participate in the tournament.
Saturday, March 14-15. with Mr. Greenwood is in charge of cos- to collect funds for the World
Gerald R. Prescott of the Univer- tumes, and Waldo Egbert will su- Student Service Fund, which
sity of Minnesota as guest conduc- pervise the building crew. Other will go to aid students in wartor.
appointments to the technical staff strickon countries, tomorrow evening at 7 p. m. in room 303 A.
The festival will include colleges have not yet been made.
Mr. Lathrop will speak on the
from all over the state and will
purposes and nature of the drive.
bring to the campus one of the
Scott Dysinger, Delhi, was electIt will be part of a campaign to ed president of Phi Alpha Chi, acmost select and picked programs
raise $100,000 for the aid of stu- counting fraternity, at a recent
ever held here.
dents in China and Kurope. Half election of officers. The followFriday, March 14, the bands
of the funds will go to the Far ing officers were elected at the
will assemble, rehearse, and arEast, and the remainder will go same time:
Don Mason, vice
range their course of procedure.
to
the European nations in the president; James Ludwick, corSaturday morning they will reAccording
to
statistics
released
present
conflict.
responding secretary; Marie Deckhearse in the auditorium, and on
Approximately 16',i
of the er, secretary and Quentin Bowers,
Saturday afternoon individual con- by the health office there were
funds
will
be
used
to
grant
schol241
students
in
for
the
week
of
certs will be given by the various
treasurer.
The following men were elected
bands, including that of Bowling Feb. 24-28, for an average of arships to refugee students to uniThe to membership: Eugene Eckel, Ted
48.20 per day. The preceding versities in this country.
Green.
week the figures were 250 for the plan is sponsored by the YM King, Joe Clague, Howard KatterThe climax of the festival will,
YWCA.
week, 50 per day.
heinrich, Bruce Esterly, Lowell
come Saturday evening at 8:15
The drive for funds is expected Sielschott, Nathon Keil, Ralph
Measle cases seem to be on the
when the combined bands, conto
begin
just
before
the
spring
vaducted by Mr. Prescott, will appear increase judging by the fact that cation in April. Warran Ransler Flack, Charles Ritz, Carroll Cheek,
in mass formation and present of the eight cases in Shatzel Hall of the YMCA is general chairman and Arthur Lange. Requisite for
their concert in the auditorium. infirmary the week of Feb. 23-Mar. of the plan, and Mary Crowley is membership is a 2.5 average in
all accounting courses and 2. avThe band members are to be the 2, six of them were for measles. representative of the YWCA.
erage in all other work taken.
guests of the university and room- In the men's infirmary, managers
All those interested in taking
John
Whitcomb
and
Bob
Wisecup,
Mr. Don Decker, Findlay banking accomodations are needed. Facactive participation in the drive er, recently addressed the group
report
one
case
of
measles,
out
of
ulty, fraternities, and sororities
for funds are invited to attend the
the
total
of
three
for
the
week.
on Bank Accounting.
who would care to room some of
lecture.
The predominating reason for
these musicians are urged to get
visit
to
the
health
office
was
the
in touch with the music departsame as it haB been for several Four Sections Of 1941 Key Diller Is President
ment to make arrangements.
weeks-respiratory trouble. SixtyOf Workshop Players
Already Printed—Ragcr
nine persons reported for this. The
Grad Bulletin To Be
total number of measles reported
Erold
Diller was elected presiReleased Next Week was thirteen; five boys and eight The first four sections of the
1941 Key have been printed ac- dent of the Workshop Players,
girls.
cording to Don Rager, editor of freshman dramatics organization
The Graduate Bulletin will be
at a meeting last Wednesday. MarFranklin Slotteibeck was the the year book.
ready for distribution early next
Everything is going as per ian Andrews is the new vice-presiweek, according to J. R. Overman, man with measles in the men's inDean of the College of Liberal firmary; Denton Ricketts had a scheduled. Pictures of groups are dent, Mable Clapper secretary, and
Arts. The makeup of this year's sprained ankle, and Richard Smith now being taken, and Mr. Rager Martha Lown is treasurer. Frank
bulletin will be similar to that of left the infirmary for home be- urges students to give him their Britt is the Masque and Mantle
sponsor of the organization.
cooperation in this matter.
other years inasmuch as the Grad- cause of a fractured clavicle.

"Y" Head To Plan
Foreign Student
Fund Collection

Band Festival
Scheduled Here
For March 14-15

Dysinger Named
Accounting Prexy

Health Office
Reports Measles

uate Bulletin is always made up
of various parts of the regular
catalogue. Graduate students are
only interested in certain courses
of study and so their bulletin only
contains descriptions of those few
courses.
This years' cover will
again be white with black lettering.

— Sing Tonight... Begin Tour March 23 —

139 Tell the Time as Clocks
Move And Whistles Chime
By ANN KOCH
"Power house whistle blows
again—no more complaints by the
Spigot men"—Yes, after a whole
semester without time the power
house whistle blows again, and
better still, we at last have a clock
system. Today 139 clocks are
ticking away in the different university buildings.
Thirty-seven
are found in the Administration
building.
27 in the Training
School, ten in Shatzel Hall, nine
in the Library, 28 in the Practical Arts building, seven in Williams
Hall, seven in the Men's Physical
Education building, five in the
Women's Physical Education building, and one in the pool.
The clock system was installed
in 1914, at which time it was put
in without coated wiring. Because of this, it soon wore out and
in 1931 repairing began. However adequate fnnda were not

available to complete the work.
Contract estiments to complete the
new installation rangfed everywhere from $800 to (2800. This
year, because a skilled electrician
has been added to the maintenance
staff, and because funds have at
last been raised, it was possible to
finish the repairing of the clock
system. Clocks are now funding
in the P.A. Building, the Administration Building, the dormitories,
and the Library, all from a central
point.
Before the Administra tion
Building alone could be wired
nearly four miles of old wire had
to be torn out.
Mr. Ronk, head of the maintenance department claims the
Spigot and others will have no
cause for complaint for several
years at least. Ah, poor knee
socks how thee will suffer now.

8OUX.IH<;

NO. 22

Qeeen smnt (JUt&tWW* 4»tw CLUB

Prof. Leon B. Fauley will direct the Men'. Glee Club, above, in a program at thn Women'. Club
tonight.
Front row: Carroll Cheek, Jamas Clark, Dick Jaynei, Jo. Freeman, Bill Crynr, president, Paul Lindanmeyer, John Johansen, Robert Taylor, Paul Knerr, Joa DeH.ven.
Second row: Walter McConnell,
William Wee.ton, Edward Schumacker, Carl Lewis, Leon B. Fauley, director. Kan Butterfield, Arhe
Porter, Harold Long, Richard Fo«. Thrid row: Harlay Allioa, Las Cramer, Luben Kutuchieff, Brace
Siejenthaler, Norman HaSman. Robert Berardi, Douglas Cook, Paul Ladd, Michaal Kunch, Ned Freeman. Fourth row: Harold Edgar, Robert Remner, Robert Smith, Don Kinnaman, William Fischar. Clan
Van Werner, Waldo Egbert, Jamas Gray, Lewie Sckraf and Farrall Plotnar.

second public appearance this
year. Several numbers have been
arranged for solo and duet presHOWARD SHINE
entation.
Graduate
instructor of the
Professor Smith announced that
speech department, Howard Shine,
above, announce* that the pictured "I would rather not release the
program
until in the assembly.
program for the student Speakers
Bureau will be published this week. This way each number will be
Shine is director of the Bureau properly introduced and better reand signs all engagements. He is ceived by the student body than if
a graduate of Bowling Green State it were released before hand."
University.
Last week Dr. Harry Ovcrstreet
spoke to the student body on the
subject of "The Spiritual History
of Our Times." He stated that
the world of today is progressing
so rapidly that age is squeezed into
one generation; and that in order
to keep up with this rapid movement we must keep a clear mind
University One Of Five and strong convictions.
Schools Given O. K.
On March 19 Henry Seidel Canby, author and literary critic, conFor Grad Work
nected with the Saturday Review
Bowling Green has been one of of Literature, will speak to the
five colleges in the United StstSS students in the auditorium at 10
which asked for and passed in- a. m. Mr. Canby will lecture
spection by the Committee of ac- from the topics of: "What Makes
crediting and classification, for a Good Book," "The Editor Views
Masters Degrees of the American His World," and "The Man Who
Association of Teachers Colleges, Did What He Wanted."
according to official notice received
by Dean Hissong, College of Education. The number of colleges
on this list is 159.
The inspection for colleges ill
regard to graduate work was optional for the year 1910-41, but
will be required of the entire 159
The Student Council aggenda
for the yciir 1911-42. It is known is packed with important issues
that some applied this year for pertaining to student activities and
inspection but failed to pass.
student government on thia camThose on the official committee pus, according to Darl Gatchell,
inspecting Bowling Green last De- president.
cember were Alonzo F. Myers,
Some of the issues that at presProfessor of Education, School of ent are being weighed and argued
Education, New York University, pro and con are: cheerleaders,
and G. W. Diemer, President, State automobiles, publication of the
Teachers College, Warrensburg, freshmen handbook, joining of the
Missouri.
National Student Federation of
The members o fthe committee America, sending deligates to the
on Graduate Instruction for Bowl- regional N.S.F.A. congress
at
ing Green are: Clyde Hissong, Michigan state college, awarding
chairman, Department of Educa- of a trophy to the cheerleaders,
tion; Cecil B. Rew, Secretary, De- student union lounge, spring elecpartment of Foreign Language; tions, the adoption and passing of
Ralph G. Harshmanfi Department by-laws to the constitution, the
of Business Administration; Rex recognition of campus groups by
McCain, Department of English; charter only, the need of a stuCharles H. Otis, Department of dent court, and the awarding of
Biology; and Robert Overman, De- the student council plaque for the
partment of Mathematics.
best frat and sorority assembly of
the year.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Bowling Green
Recognized By
AATC-Hissorig

Council Considers
Important Issues

Survey Shows Faculty Likes
Ford Hour, National Frats
By JOHN BERCHMAN
Fifty faculty members voted
two to one in favor of national
fraternities and sororities and a
majority indicated the Ford Sunday Evening Hour was their favorite radio program in a questionnaire including six other questions pertaining to campus and national problems.
Each professor marked a secret
ballot prepared by the Bee Gee
Newj. The results have been tabulated and will be published in successive issues of the Bee Gee News.
In answer to the question, "Do
you favor national fraternities and
sorori'.ies on the campus?"—34
answered yes and 16 answered no.
Some of the outstanding comments

on the questionnaire are as follows: "Yes, if we are committed
to a policy of fraternities why not
have nationals—they may be a bit
more expensive, but nationals will
attract more students and those
with greater financial resources."
Opposed to the same proposition:
"No, they are nothing but a drain
on the student, financially, and offer practically no advantages over
our own local fraternities and sororities." Over 60r; of those who
were against this idea gave their
chief reason that "nations" were
too expensive for the university on
the whole and no great benefit
could be derived from them, while
sharply countering that reason
those in favor thought great beneMiss Myrtle Jensen Gives fits could be gathered and that
Concert In Auditorium they would be the only alternative
for a growing university such as
Miss Myrtle Jensen, university Bowling Green.
organist, assisted by Miss Lois
The second question that was
Collins, pianist, Mrs. Albert Hayes asked "What is your favorite raand Paul Bishop, violinists, gave dio program?" saw more than Sv9(
a twilight concert at the auditor- of the faculty favoring the "Ford
Sunday Evening Hour" with "Inium Sunday.
Miss Jensen played Prelude and formation Please" and the "New
Fugue in E minor by Bach, Han- York Philharmonic Symphony"
In the
del's Largo in G. and Sonata by running closely behind.
Borowski, Allegro ma non troppo, comedy field, Jack Benny, Fibber
McGee and Fred Allen ran in that
Andanto, Allegro eonfucco.
Works for two violins and piano order and one of the answers represented by Miss Collins. Mrs. ceived was as follows: "Bob Hope
Hayes, and Mr. Bishop were Gol- and I ain't intellectual."
Next
dene Sonata by Purcell-Jensen, week this series will be continued
Largo, Adagio, Canzona, Grave, and the questions on the subsidiAllegro; and Suite Antique by zation of athletes here on campus
Stoessel,
Sarabande.
Rigandon, and active intervention in the war
will be published.
Aria, Gigue.
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Glee Club
Maps Tour
For March

Mahla Heads
Construction
Of'P&FSets

To Give 16 Concert* On
Week'. Trip Through
Three States
The itinerary for the trip
which will be taken by the
Men's Glee Club during the
week starting March 23 was
released today by business
manager Paul Lindenmeyer.
The men will appear before
the public on 16 different accasions during this thousand-mile
jaunt.
The first program will be given
at Port Clinton on March 28 and
another program will be presented
that same day at Sandusky. Early Monday morning the group will
leave Sandusky and will head toward Cleveland, giving concerU in
Clearview High School, North
Ridgeville High School, and Mayfteld Heights, suburbs of Cleveland.
March 26 finds the men giving
programs at the high schools of
Mayfield Heights, Orange, Cuyhoga and at Willoughby.
The
next day concerts will be given at
Willoughby High, Geneva High,
and at Ashtabula, after which the
club will cross the Ohio border and
proceed to Girand, Pennsylvania
where another concert will be
given.
March 27 will be a day of relaxation for the boys during which
time the sights of Niagra Falls
will be taken in. Leaving Niagara
Palls on March 28, the glee club
goes to Champion where a concert
is to be given that evening. Mar. 29
will be spent in Akron and that
evening a program will be given
in Masaillon. It was also announced that after this concert a
dance will be staged in honor of
the glee club. The final appearance
will be in Carey on March 30.
Professor Leon F. Fauley, director of the group, says that the
transportation will be by modern
bus. Ht also states that the group

Offer Tom Thumb'
Chemistry
Here
Twenty men and four co-eds are
taking the course in semi-micro
qualitative analysis, an experimental course in first-year chemistry,
according to Dr. C. S. Martin, department head.
The chemists use equipment
about one-fifth the sise of ordinary
equipment, and the work goes five
times as fast. Liquids arc measured in drops, thus reducing the
time required for the experiments.
The racks for the reagent bottles
were made by N. Y. A. workers
of the chemistry department.
"In common with most colleges
in the Middlewest, the Bowling
Green department of chemistry
snd physics is experimenting with
new courses in semi-micro analysis. Smaller quantities are used,
decreasing the cost to both the taxpayer and the student, decreasing
the time spent and speeding up the
course. These new courses are offered only to advanced students."
Dr. Martin stated.
About IS per cent of the students are now taking the course,
in contrast to five students last
year. This increase is comparable
to that of other universities. Dr.
Martin 'said.
Girls taking the course are Esther Burner, Rowena Joice, Helen
Hepplethwaite and Nancy Shireman.

Rennaissance

Catalogue Man

Design

Dominates All
Scenes
More elaborate than any
sets used on the University
stage in two years will be
those featured in "Pride and
Prejudice," according to Neuman LeRoy Mahla, technical
director and scene designer
for the University "Players'

Debaters
Second In
Ohio Meet

Concert Band
Will Play In
Chapel Today

Bronson, Immel Take Six
Out Of Six For
Top Honors

Group Will Make Second
Appearance Under
Baton Of Smith

After winning second place
in the "A" championship division of the Men's Ohio State
Debate Tournament and first
place in the "P." Division,
Bowling Green State Univer.
sity debaters returned from
Columbus last Saturday. In

The University band under
the direction of Prof E. E.
Smith, will nresent the assembly propram this morning
in the auditorium at 10.
The University band has a
wide selection of numbers to
present this morning in their
second public appearance this

a group of 66 teams, from 19 Ohio
next production.
colleges, Bowling Green had the
Blue-prints for three separate
only two undefeated teams.
interiors are finished, and the outBowling Green's affirmative team
J. R. OVERMAN
line for the set for Act I has been
of John Bronson and Vincent Im-1
Dean of the Collet* of Liberal mel was the only undefeated team
painted on the stage. The making
of blue-prints of the set designs Arts, Dr. J. R. Overman, above, in the "A" division in which 38
Bernard Ryan
ns true tor in the music depart- is a professional practice that is received 4,700 University cata- teams contested.
ment and director cf the Men's rarely used in amateur produc- logue! for 1941-42 from the print- and Lawrence Kuhl made up the
er
yesterday.
Glee Club, Prof. Leon B. Fauley. tions.
other Bowling Green team in the
Dr. Overman annually compiles
above, will direct tbe men's choral
"A" division.
Late Renaissance architecture,
group in their annual spring con- which was in vogue in 1843 when official University data and inMarvin Pearce and Clarence
formation about the three colleges
cert tour beginning March 23.
Hohman composed the only unthe play takes place, is character- for the bulletin.
A Columbia graduate, Fauley ised by elaborate panelling and
defeated team in a group of 28
has been directing the group for wall decorations. The style is a
teams. The "A" division was for
the past eight yeara.
experienced debaters and the "B"
transition between the extreme
division was for beginners. Other
fussiness of the preceding period j
members of the debute squad who
and-the simplicity of present-day
participated in the Men's Ohio
architecture.
State Debate Tournament
are
The first set is the drawing
Bruce Sidebotham ami Waldo Egroom of the Bennct home at Longbert,
Harold
Psomus
and
Robert
bourn in Hertfordshire, England. Will Address RepresentaMorgan, and Fred Whitker and
Five scenes take place in this settives Tomorrow at 7 In
Robert Bcrardi.
ting. One scene occurs in a room
This week-end four teams will
303A To Organize
Prescott Of Minnesota at Aunt Gardiner's home in Cheapattend the Great Lakes Tournaside, London, and the other scene
Will Be Guest
is set in Lady Catherine
de
Gayle Lathrop of Colum- ment at Baldwin-Wallace College.
Conductor
Bourgh's drawing room, Rosings bus, secretary of the Ohio William McCann and Elden BaldPark, Hunsford, Kent.
area YMCA, will address a win, Clarence Hohman and Marvin
Pearce, McDonna Sitterle and
The all-Ohio Inter-collegiute
A crew of 45 students will be group of representatives from
band festival will be held in the used in the performance of the various campus organizations David Habel and Charles Lehman
university auditorium Friday and technical work on the show. Marie in an effort to create a group will participate in the tournament.
Saturday, March 14-15, with Mr. Greenwood is in charge of cos- to collect funds for the World
Gerald R. Prescott of the Univer- tumes, and Waldo Egbert will su- Student Service Fund, which
sity of Minnesota as guest conduc- pervise the building crew. Other will go to uid students in wartor.
appointments to the technical stuff stricken countries, tomorrow evening at 7 p. m. in room 303 A.
The festival will include colleges have not yet been made.
Mr. Lathiop will speak on the
from all over the state and will
purposes and nature of the drive.
bring to the campus one of the
Scott Dysinger, Delhi, was altctIt will be part of a campaign to ed president of Phi Alpha Chi, acmost select and picked programs
raise $100,000 for the aid of stu- counting fraternity, at a recent
ever held here.
dents in China and Europe. Half election of officers. The followFriday, March 14, the bands
of the funds will go to the Far ing officers were elected at the
will assemble, rehearse, and arEast, and the remainder will go .same time:
range their course of procedure.
Don Mason, vice
to the Europeun nations in the president; James Ludwick, corSaturday morning they will represent
conflict.
According
to
statistics
released
hearse in the auditorium, and on
responding secretary; Marie DeckApproximately 15',,
of the er, secretary and Quentin Bowers,
Saturday afternoon individual con- by the health office there were
funds
will
be
used
to
grant
schol241
students
in
for
the
week
of
certs will be given by the various
treasurer.
bands, including that of Bowling Feb. 24-28, for an average of arships to refugee students to uniThe following men were elected
The to membership: Eugene Eckel, Ted
48.20 per day. The preceding versities in this country.
Green.
week the figures were 260 for the plan is sponsored by the YM- King, Joe Clague, Howard Katter"The climax of the festival will,
YWCA.
week, 50 per day.
heinrich, Bruce Esterly, Lowell
come Saturday evening at 8:IS
The drive for funds is expected Sielschott, Nathon Kcil. Ralph
Measle cases seem to be on the
when the combined bands, conto begin just before the spring vaducted by Mr. Prescott, will appear increase judging by the fact that cation in April. Warran Ransler Flack, Charles Kit-/., Carroll Cheek,
in mass formation and present of the eight cases in Shatzel Hall of the YMCA is general chairman and Arthur Lange. Requisite for
membership is a 2.5 average in
their concert in the auditorium. infirmary the week of Feb. 23-Mai.
of the plan, and Mary Crowley is all accounting courses and 2. avThe band members are to be the 2, six of them were for measles.
representative
of
the
YWCA.
erage in all other work taken.
guests of the university and room- In the men's infirmary, managers
All those interested in taking
Mr. Don Decker, Findlay banking accomodations are needed. Fac- John Whitcomb and Bob Wisecup, active participation in the drive
report
one
case
of
measles,
out
of
er, recently addressed the group
ulty, fraternities, and sororities
for funds are invited to attend the on Bank Accounting.
the
total
of
three
for
the
week.
who would care to room some of
lecture.
The predominating reason for
these musicians are urged to get
in touch with the music depart- visit to the health office was the
same as it has been for several Four Sections Of 1941 Key Diller Is President
ment to make arrangements.
weeks-respiratory trouble. SixtyOf Workshop Players
Already Printed—Rager
nine persons reported for this. The
Grad Bulletin To Be
total number of measles reported
Released Next Week {was thirteen; five boys and eight The first four sections of the Erold Diller was elected presi1941 Key have been printed ac- dent of the Workshop Players,
girls.
cording to Don Rager, editor of freshman dramatics organization
The Graduate Bulletin will be
at a meeting last Wednesday. MarFranklin Slotterbeck was the the year book.
ready for distribution early next
Everything is going as per ian Andrews is the new vice-presiweek, according to J. R. Overman, man with measles in the men's inDean of the College of Liberal firmary; Denton Ricketts had a scheduled. Pictures of groups are dent, Mable Clapper secretary, and
Arts. The makeup of this year's sprained ankle, and Richard Smith now being taken, and Mr. Rager Martha Lown is treasurer. Frank
bulletin will be similar to that of left the infirmary for home be- urges students to give him their Britt is the Masque and Mantle
sponsor of the organization.
cooperation in this matter.
other years inasmuch as the Grad- cause of a fractured clavicle.

T Head To Plan
Foreign Student
Fund Collection

Band Festival
Scheduled Here
For March 14-15

Dysinger Named
Accounting Prexy

Health Office
Reports Measles

uate Bulletin is always made up
of various parts of the regular
catalogue. Graduate students are
only interested in certain courses
of study and so their bulletin only
contains descriptions of those few
courses.
This years' cover will
sgain be white with black lettering.

— Sing Tonight... Begin Tour March 23 —

139 Tell the Time as Clocks
Move And Whistles Chime
By ANN KOCH
"Power house whistle blows
again—no more complaints by the
Spigot men"—Yes, after a whole
semester without time the power
house whistle blows again, and
better still, we at last have a clock
system. Today 189 clocks are
ticking away in the different university buildings.
Thirty-seven
are found in the Administration
building.
27 in the Training
School, ten in Shatzel Hall, nine
in the Library, 26 in the Practical Arts building, seven in Williams
Hall, seven in the Men's Physical
Education building, five in the
Women's Physical Education building, and one in the pool.
The clock system was installed
in 1914, at which time it was put
in without coated wiring.
Because of this, it soon wore out and
in 1931 repairing began.
However adequate funds were not

available to complete the work.
Contract estiments to complete the
new installation ranged everywhere from $800 to $2800. This
year, because s skilled electrician
has been added to the maintenance
staff, and because funds have at
last been raised, it was possible to
finish the repairing of the clock
system. Clocks are now funding
in the P.A. Building, the Administration Building, the dormitories,
snd the Library, all from a central
point.
Before the Administra tion
Building alone could be wired
nearly four miles of old wire had
to be torn out.
Mr. Ronk, head of the maintenance department claims the
Spigot and others will have no
cause for complaint for several
years at least. Ah, poor knee
socks how thee will suffer now.
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Prof. Leon B. Fauley will direct the Men's Glee Club, above, in a program at the Women's Club
tonight.
Front row: Carroll Cheek, James Clark, Dick Jayaes, Joe Freeman, Bill Cryer, president, Paul Lindenmeyer, John Joh.n.en, Robert Taylor, Paul Knerr. Joe D.Haven.
Second row: Walter MeCoanell,
William Weeston, Edward Sckumacker, Carl Lewis, Leon B. Fauley, director. Ken Butterfield, Arlie
Porter, Harold Long, Richard Fox. Thrid row: Harlay Allion, Las Cramer, Lubes Kutuchieff, Bruce
SiegeDtbalar, Norman HusTman, Robert Berardi, Douglas Cook, Paul Ladd, Michael Kunch, Ned Freeman. Fourth raw: Harold Edgar, Robert Remner, Robert Smith, Don Kianaman, William Fischer, Clen
Van Wormer, Waldo Egbert, James Cray, Lewis Scerag and Farrell Plotuer.

year. Several number!' have been
arranged for solo and duet presentation.
Professor Smith announced that
I would rather not release the
program until in the ussembly.
This way each number will be
properly introduced and better received by the student body than if
it were released before hand."
Ijist week Dr. Ilnrry Overstreet
spoke to the student body on the
subject of "The Spiritual History
of Our Times." He stated that
the world of today is progressing
so rapidly that uge is squeezed into
one generation; and that in order
to keep up with this rapid movement we must keep a clear mind
University One Of Five and strong convictions.
Schools Given O. K.
On March 19 Henry Seidel Canby, author and literary critic, conFor Grad Work
nected with the Saturday Review
Bowling Qreen has been one of of Literature, will speak to the
five colleges in the United States students in the auditorium at 10
which asked for and passed in- a. m. Mr. Canby will lecture
spection by the Committee of ac- from the topics of: "What Makes
crediting and classification, for a Good Book," "The Editor Views
Masters Degrees of the American His World," and "The Man Who
Association of Teachers Colleges, Did What He Wanted."
according to official notice Meslvsd
hy Dean Hissong, College of Education. The number of colleges
on this list is lf>9.
The inspection for colleges in
regard to graduate work was optional for the year 1940-41, but
will be required of the entire lt>9
The Student Council aggenda
for the year 1941-42. It is known is packed with important issues
thut some applied this year for pertaining to student activities and
inspection but failed to pass.
student government on this camThose on the official committee pus, according to Darl Gatchell,
inspecting Bowling Green last De- president.
cember were Alonzo F. Myers,
Some of the issues that at presProfessor of Education, School of ent are being weighed and argued
Education, New York University, pro and con are: cheerleaders,
and 0, W. Diemer, President. State automobiles, publication of the
Teachers College, Warrensburg, freshmen handbook, joining of the
Missouri.
National Student Federation of
The members o fthe committee America, sending deligates to the
on Graduate Instruction for Bowl regional N.S.F.A. congress
at
ing Green are: Clyde Hissong, Michigan state college, awarding
chairman, Department of Educa- of a trophy to the cheerleaders,
tion; Cecil B. Rew, Secretary, De- student union lounge, spring elecpartment of Foreign Language; tions, the sdoptlon snd passing of
Ralph G. Harshmanfi Department by-laws to the constitution, the
of Business Administration; Rex recognition of campus groups by
McCain, Department of English; charter only, the need of a stuCharles H. Otis, Department of dent court, and the awarding of
Biology; and Robert Overman, De- the student council plaque for the
partment of Mathematics.
best frat and sorority assembly of
the year.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

HOWARD SHINE
Graduate instructor of the
speech department, Howard Shine,
above, announces that the pictured
program for the student Speakers
Bureau will be published this week.
Shine is director of the Bureau
and signs all engagements. He is
a graduate of Bowling Green State
University.

Bowling Green
Recognized By
AATC-Hissorig

Council Considers
Important Issuer

Survey Shows Faculty Likes
Ford Hour, National Frats
By JOHN BERCHMAN
Fifty faculty members voted
two to one in favor of national
fraternities and sororities and a
majority indicated the Ford Sunday Evening Hour was their favorite radio program in a questionnaire including six other questions pertaining to campus and national problems.
Each professor marked a secret
ballot prepared by the Bee Gee
News. The results have been tabulated and will be published in successive issues of the Bee Gee News.
In answer to the question, "Do
you favor national fraternities and
sororities on the campus?"—34
answered yes and 16 answered no.
Some of the outstanding comments

on the questionnaire are as follows: "Yes, if we are committed
to a policy of fraternities why not
have nationals—they may be a bit
more expensive, but nationals will
attract more students and those
with greater financial resources."
Opposed to the same proposition:
"No, they are nothing but a drain
on the student, financially, and offer practically no advantages over
our own local fraternities and sororities." Over 60'.- of those who
were against this idea gave their
chief reason that "nations" were
too expensive for the university on
the whole and no great benefit
could be derived from them, while
sharply countering that reason
those in favor thought great beneMiss Myrtle Jensen Gives fits could be gathered and that
Concert In Auditorium they would be the only alternative
for a growing university such as
Miss Myrtle Jensen, university Bowling Green.
organist, assisted by Miss Lois
The second question that was
Collins, pianist, Mrs. Albert Hayes asked "What is your favorite raand Paul Bishop, violinists, gave dio program?" saw more than 65"",
a twilight concert at the auditor- of the faculty favoring the "Ford
ium Sunday.
Sunday Evening Hour" with "InMiss Jensen played Prelude and formation Please" and the "New
Fugue in E minor by Bach, Han- York Philharmonic Symphony"
del's Largo in G. and Sonata by running closely behind.
In the
Borowski, Allegro ma non troppo, comedy field, Jack Benny, Fibber
Andanto, Allegro confucco.
McGee and Fred Allen ran in that
Works for two violins and piano order and one of the answers represented by Miss Collins, Mrs. ceived was as follows: "Bob Hope
Hayes, and Mr. Bishop were Gol- and I ain't intellectual."
Next
dene Sonata by Purcell-Jensen, week this series will be continued
Largo, Adagio, Canzona, Grave, and the questions on the subsidiAllegro; and Suite Antique by zation of athletes here on campus
Stoessel,
Sarabande,
Rigandon, snd active intervention in tbe war
will be published.
Aria, Gigue.
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Fragments Of Thought
By ALBERT L. BOUCHER

By
MAX
HANKE

Ntw YOftK. N. V.
■ ft*. ra*ac»c«

Dr. Harry Overstreet is a good guy and I
like him. But I think he's all wet. Especially when he asserts that the present war is
between Christ and anti-Christ and not between the haves and have-nota. The good
professor quotes Socrates to the effect that
"an unexamined life is not worth the living."
Good enough. I take him at his word. And
before I am asked to die for another abstraction, I pause to examine the question of why
Europe fights.
Professor Overstreet
spent the greater portion
of his address to tell of
his shattered hopes concerning the Russian experiment. He threw his
nickel on the drum, but
wasn't saved.
Instead
he discovered that to accept the Communism of
Russia waa to condone
the repudiation of value
after value—from moral
law to the equality of
man and freedom of individual expression.
For his candor, I*admire him. For his gullibility, I distrust him.
Dr. Overstreet is an idealist. He longs for
a better world. Which is swell. But like a
soothsayer peering into a crystal-ball, the
idealist will reveal only what is desired of
the future.
Like the lady at the prayer meeting who
got so much comfort out of that blessed
word "Mesopotamia," Overstreet "purchases
spiritual exhaltation at the price of insight."
(Boy am I dynamite!) But let's get on and
talk about the war.
I hold that this is a war between the haven
and the have-nots. And the militant totalitarianism of the have-nots is but a consequence of their economic poverty.
Allow
them the means of a "more abundant life"
and they too will drink in the luxury of demo-

The Mailbox contained a letter
last week from an old friend in
New York. His name is Ed. Now
Ed is a swell guy and has two outstanding things to his credit—he
attends Cooper Union, and he lives
in the Bronx. Of course it's an
STAFF
Staff Meets Every Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. honor to be able to go to Cooper
Office in Elementary Building—Phone 2541 Union, but the outstanding thing
about his living in the Bronx is
EU.EN
Editor . ..
...
Anthony A. Frances that he admits it.
Now don't
HAMILTON
307 East Wooster—Phone 12181
take this wrong. Parts of the
and UNA
Bronx are just as nice to live in
Business Manager
Darl Gate-lull
MASON ,
as
Brooklyn.
But
it's
unusual
to
Phone 12181
'« Jl\ BOTH MEMBERS OP KA0 AT
find some one who udmits it. So,
\A |\ VERMONT WERE THE FIRST
Bill WOMEN MEMBERS OF PHI BETA
Associate Editor
Jesse Mittlcman wo repeat, Ed's a swell guy.
Which brings us to the point.
KAPPA,'
Sports Editor
Richard Dunipace Ed has read a few issues of the
Assistants—Hugh Nott, Don Cunningham, Bee Gee News and has compared
Wayne Rudy, Jack Berchmun and Paul- it with his own school's paper, the
ED
ine Aeschllman
Cooper Union Pioneer.
Here's
DEVLIN
Society Editor
Martha Walrath what he has to say: "I want to
TALKED FOR
Assistants—Rowcnna Joicc, Ann Murry
tell you that I think the Bee Gee
69 CONSECUTIVE
Special Writers — Albert Boucher, Jesse Newt is a swell paper and I really
HOURS TO
Mittlcman, Robert Habenstein
FELLOW U.OF
mean it. It's my idea of what a
Artfr UJi
,----.- -Jack Wilhelm college pnper should he—full of
ALABAMA STUDENTS
News Reporters — Marjorie Fitkin, Robert
DURING THE 1940
Berardi, Max Ihrig. Dave Kroft, Ann Koch, newH about school and not much
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Eugene Miller, Lois Mayfleld, Carl LaRue, else. Ours has so much irrelevant
Carol Christman, Marrianne Bell, Vida material, I never read it anymore;
Harms, Jack Berchman, Knute Rochte, as a matter of fact I seldom get
Alta Miller, Marty Wood
it. We have a bunch of Reds runAM0N6 75,000.000 ADULTS IN
Advertising Manager
Max Hanke' »i»K the paper, so you know what
,n t
THE UNITED STATES THERE ARE IH
Phone 8121
! " , means."
TIMES AS MANY" COMPLETE ILLITERAssistants-Bob Mason, Marjorie Hilt,
N'.w hd has summed up tta
ATES AS COLLEGE GRADUATES /
Betty Goodenough, Marilyn Travels, Hill "™'« «'"ry '» ■ nutshell. Don't
you think so?
Bokerman, Perry Shilta
Circulation Manager
Bob Redman
"I draw the line at kissing,"
Assistants—Dave Kroft, Max Ihrig, Don
Volk, Bob Desseckcr, Knute Rochte
Said she with fiery intent.
But he was a football player,
The opinions expressed in the various signAnd over the line he went.
ed column* of this paper are those of the
writers and are not necessarily shared by the Pun of the week:
The Women's Self Government
Bee Gee News or any other group or inAT THE CLA-ZEL . . .
Said one buck to . ..ll..dividual.
League will hold the first in a
I wish I had his doe."
Tcchnieolored Z a n c (Ircy'i series of teas for 50 freshman
Some men grow under re.spon "Western Union" depicts the girls Wednesday afternoon in the
building of the telegraph line from Rec Hall.
sibility; others just swell.
Omaha to Salt Lake City. TriggerCurrently, talk on the campus conaction film of the roaring West,
Many
young
women
are
decided
cerning social activities has become ri- blondes. However, careful obeer- the pic stars Robert Young, Ran- Wrestling finals will be Thursdiculing, viscious, and not in the least vation will show that many of them dolph Scott, Dean Jagger and Vir- day evening at 8:16.
Five Brother all-campus lipcomplimentary. The average student havo decided only recently.
ginia Gilmore. Plays today, tobarely got over the Jr.-Sr. fracas when After considerable research it morrow, Friday and Saturday. Off dance to he held in Women's We might as well prepare ourselves for the
Gym from 8:.'10 to 12 on Friday.
he was again severly jolted by a defi- has been found that one of the best Recommended.
deluge of anti-labor propaganda which is alCharles Boyer and Margaret
nitely unsuccessful sophomore dance.
reducing exercises is to shake the
house mothers hold- ready making itself apparent in the newspaper
Social activities are becoming un- head from side to side when of- Sullivan star in Fannie Hurst's fa- ingUniversity
tea and meeting at 4 Friday headlines. It is the policy of the newspapers
mous novel "Back Street." Drasocial. Instead of being greeted pleas- fered a second helping.
to try to put the burden of defense on labor's
matic sustained story of a love afternoon in the Rec Hall.
antly at the door, the student is now
shoulders. If defense orders are held up, if
that is never fully realised. Plays
quizzed about his class rank, the validity B. G. Given Rating For
Five
Brother
spring
formal
will
production lags, if the supplies aren't coming
Sunday and Monday.
Recomof his ae card, the class rank of his part- Ma»ter*iWorkByAATC mended.
be Saturday from 9 to 12 in the through fast enough—blame it on labor.
Rec
Hall.
Three
Kay
Sorority
ner. He is asked a million embarrassing
Honor Guest Night Tuesday
All strikes that are in
(Continued from page 1, col. 2) brings a comedy packed with mu- holding alumnae luncheon in the
questions.
any way connected with
It has been a long time since so many The minimum standards for sic and romance. Allen Jones, afternoon.
national defense and, by
naaty remarks have been voiced about graduate work leading to the Susanna Foster star in "The Hardthe way, what isn't now
Newman Club will meet tomoranything here at the University. There Master's degree in teachers col- Boiled Canary."
a days, are headlined in
row
evening
at
8
in
room
201
A.
I
leges
which
were
used
by
this
comAnother
tcchnieolored
film
staris absolutely no reason why it should
the paper. If the strike
Father Horrigan and Alvin Vaith|
mittee
were
adopted
by
the
asring
Fred
Mac
Murray
and
Madelcontinue, much less gain momentum.
is settled, the news Is
will give talks on marriage.
sociation
in
February
1989.
The
linc
Carroll
plays
Wednesday,
The answer is very simple and the standards which the colleges had
buried at the bottom of
Thursday
and
Friday
next
week.
sooner the people in charge realize it, to meet to successfully pass the "Virginia" is a romantic pic, Record concert for 7 p. m.,
the page. If this techthe happier the student* will be, and the inspection were composed of ten sprinkled with comedy, wrapped Thursday, Mar, 6, 1941 in Room
nique Ts carried out exEleaaanter social affairs will be. It has parts:
up in the romance of the South 200 P. A. All campus.
tensively, people will
appened twice in as many weeks now.
1. nature of graduate work in nd a conflict with Northern Program:
slowly link labor organiSurely the University is not going to a teachers college; 2. admission re- ideals. Recommended.
Overture to William Tell
zation with defense presuccumb to the "third-time" bogy.
quirements ; 3. standards for
Rossini
paration, sabotage and
The situation is simply this: Stu- graduate degrees; 4. preparation AT THE LYRIC . . .
espionage.
Symphony No. 2 in D Major
dents rebel against unsocial orders. of the graduate faculty; 6. teach- row. Also Linda Darnell and
Just for diversion I would like to see a few
Beethoven
Tyrone Power is the romantic
They will not tolerate: "In order to go ing load; 6. laboratory school faheadlines screaming about the shortage of
to the sophomore dance a sophomore cilities; 7. graduate curricula; R. masked rogue snatching California Grand Canyon Suite
aluminum in America caused by the 100%
student health and living condi- from the hands of a tyrant in its
Ferdle Grofe
must be with a sophomore." They DID tions;
monoply of the American Aluminum Co. It
9. library, laboratory and early history in the "Mark of
NOT tolerate: "Juniors and seniors shop equipment; and 10. financial
Schedule of organization pic- would be different, wouldn't it, to find out
Zorro"
playing
today
and
tomormust go with juniors and seniors."
support.
that because of this same huge monopoly we
tures for KEY.
(Continued in next column)
Is it so hard to understand that a
are going to have to use other heavier metals
Wednesday:
Marching
Band,
man wants to go with the girl of his own
than aluminum—vital to airplane building—
p.
m„
Ad
Building
Steps.
choice? Is it so hard to understand
Varsity Club, 4:16 p. m., Men's because no other company in the country can
that a couple will stay away or go to
break Mellon'a monopolies and produce this
Gym Steps.
something else when they are pointed
important metal.
out with the social finger that they do
Home Eonomics Club, 4:30 p. m.,
not belong, merely because one is a junAd Building Steps.
ior and the other is a sophomore? Is it
Concert Band, 4:46 p. m. PA
so hard to allow people to go to dances
Auditorium.
•MW
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AH American 1940

At The
Local Cinema

Announcements
Of The Week

More Bickering...

cracy. True, it will not be the type of democracy which we know in this country. And
such is not to be expected. Their whole cultural, economic, and social pattern is different. But they would not be a people to be
feared. Let it be said that our institutions
exist because they expedite the process of
living. Different problems and different talues
means different institution.
Calvin Coolidge used to say, "Thank God
we're not like other people." Now that may
have been good politics, but it wasn't good
sense. We are like other people. We prove
it by going to war. We all want the same
things in life, but there isn't enough to go
around—so we fight.
We in America like to wax eloquently concerning our own superiority, and we are even
so bold as to prescribe for other people. But
take away our coal and iron and steel, our
fertile plains and virgin forests—then where
are we? Yes, we are the richest nation in
the world but only by the grace of God. So
let's not be egotistical.
Despite their periodic submission to an
emotional debauch, the one hundred odd millions of Italy and Germany arc not benighted
savages. They are intelligent and informed
people. It is just that they cannot reconcile
themselves to the pronouncement of Great
Britain when she says, in substance, "Italy
and Germany, by the fate of geography, yoa
are poor. By the might of the British Empire you will stay poor." Instead a Mussolini
will rise up to challenge, "The Italian people
refuse to live as u nation of organ grinders
amid the ruins of Imperial Rome."
It is quite clear why England should make
every effort to make the United States believe that this is a war of ideologies. But we in
turn must be smart enough to know that to
allow ourselves to be driven into a foreign
war as a consequence of decisions made in
foreign capitals, it to deny our own sovereignty.

On The Social Side

By ROBERT HABENSTEIN

Last week's fulminatinns against the National Advertising Service, which handles the
advertising for a certain popular brand of
cigarettes and expects more than it pays for,
■till holds as far as I'm concerned. But in
case you have gained a false impression, let
me make clear that I have nothing against
the advertising policy of a particular soft
drink concern. As far as I know it has been
fair and square with the college publications.
National Advertising Service, I regret to say,
has not,

• •••••
A bill providing for federal inspection of
mines hat been before congress for some time.
It is backed 100 per cent by labor because at
present most mine-owners have just about
their own say as to how safe their mines will
be. However, the concerted pressure of these
large owners is enough to keep the bill
shelved. How many more times are we going
to read of anywhere from 10 to 100 men killed
in an explosion in an unsafe mint?

-TCI

STARK RATIONS A Day's Food in Belgium

The Spigot

without the fetters of rules and regulations and "thou shalt nots." It is so
hard to allow studenta to enjoy themselves? Or is it too hard to admit a
wrong?
The answer here in Bowling Green
seems to be this: When there is a freshman dance, a sophomore dance, a junior dance, or a senior dance, the individual involved wants to bring the person whom he pleases, regardless if that
person is of the same class rank. All
the students want is a little respect for
their individual tastes. It's that easy!
All the Social Committee need demand is that one party in each couple be
from a specified group. The committee
has a certain right to demand this, but
it has no right to demand more.—AF

Defence Of Ideals...
"No wise person takes exception to
a common-sense program of preparedness. The danger confronting us just
now is that those who are whooping it
up for war in the alleged defense of
democracy will accomplish the destruction of democracy. The best defense of
democracy is in the realm of the moral
and spiritual nature. Educational in-i
si it ut inns and churches are now faced
with a terrific responsibility. We must!
now keep alive the ideals of democracy."
Pres. Daniel L. Marsh of Boston University sounds a warning against pseudo-patriotism.

Note Of Thanks...
A note of appreciation was sent from the
Bowling Green High school for the co-operation University students showed in the recent
band benefit basketball game. Proceeds will
allow for the purchase of six new band uniforms, according; to Mr. J. R. Davidson, school
treasurer.

"Dr. Harry A.
Overstreet will address the student
body today in the
auditorium at 10
o'clock. His topic
will deal with education and philosophy."— Bee Get
Newe

By
JESSE
MITTLEMAN

Cinema . . .
Basil Rathbone. Recommended.
The Three Mesquiteers are
slingin' lead again in "Prairie
Pioneers" playing here Friday
and Saturday. Robert Livingston,
Bob Steele and Rufe Davis.
W. C. Fields, as the red-nosed
Mr. Souse, stars in "The Bank
Dick" Sunday and Monday. Packed with laughs and comedy.
James Cagney with the girl of
his dreams, Ann Sheridan, is out
.to crack New York City in "City
for Conquest" Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.

The plate contains a piece of potato, a scrap of meat, and a dab of fat.
On the table we tee a hunk of bread and some tiny lumps of sugar.

New York (Special)—What you
see above does not depict a meal
It shows what a Belgian gets to eat
durlni an enlire day
He xeta:—eight ounces of bread
and one-third of one ounce of fal.
He gels an ounce and one-balf of.
meat, no bigger than a third of a
package of cigarettes and not even
one whole potato. Then he has an
ounce and three-quarters of sugar.
This photograph was taken In
New York Oily, but Is based upon
authentic Information from overseas, sent to the National Committee on Food for the Small Democracies, of which Mr. Herbert Hoover
Is honorary chairman. Three famine
experts whom he ordered Into Belgium reported on the true situation.
Theoretically, rations are larger.
For instance, there should be five
potatoes ID the above picture, also
a tiny heap of beans, a bit of oatmeal and some "ersalt" coffee. But

Approximately 1,760 prehistoric
skeletons and more than 48,000
artifacts have been recovered in
Kentucky through a University of
Kentucky WPA project.

food to supply even these terribly
restricted rations simply does aol
Translating services of Hooker
acltt, What you see In the picture scientific library at Central college.
Is what a Belgian actually get* and Fayette, Mo., one of the most commust live upon—today.
prehensive in the world, have subWhat does this mean?
A human needs 2400 calories dally scribers in 17 countries.
to exist—3600 It he works.
The food values on the plate represent only 1038 calories.
si..v.- starvation, this. Literally!
But worse Is to come!
The halls of learning do resound
By February's end the bread ra- To thuds of stumbling feet,
tion will disappear from the picture As boys and girls go on their way
—because bread grain stocks will be (My, but the gala- look neat).
exhausted and can be replaced only
from overseas.
The sun shires through the cloudBy early March, alow starvation
less skies
In Belgium Is certain to become out- And all the world seems gay
right famine.
To all except the sorry atude
In (he last war. America sent a Whose studies make him gray.
billion dollars worth of food Into
stricken Europe Not a single pound But soon it will be really spring
was lost, or diverted Into any hands And we know good and well,
other than those of the people tor Hell head right for the quarry and
His hooka can go to hell.
whom It was Intended.
Anonymous

Ode To Spring

THOUGHTS ABOUT FRAGMENTS . . .
This new idea of the social heads of the
university to have dances open only to select
campus groups may be OK in theory, but it
certainly isn't working out to the satisfaction
of the students in practice ... In an effort to
get class spirit by giving dances which are
open only to members of those classes, university spirit as a whole is being sacrificed . . .
It is in such grounds
that the roots of group
jealousies take hold . . .
In an effort to make BG
a "big" university, we
are getting one of the
major faults of large
schools—instead of attempting to make the
entire student body "one
big happy family," and
concentrating on allcampus dances, we are
being split up into factions, similar to minor fraternity and other
groups found on larger school campuses . . .
What if a sophomore doesn't date a sophomore? . . .Must he be forced to go to a dance
he will not enjoy himself at merely to get
class spirit? . . . After all, just why is class
spirit so important? . . . The only thing that
sophomores have in common is that they are
all in their second year of college . . . We believe the social committee is o\erstepping its
bounds slightly when it starts telling a student
that he can go to certain dances only with
people of a certain group ... It is just as
ridiculous as having a dance for all people 19
years old, or all people who write lefthanded,
or all people who are bowlegged ... To top
things off, after throwing all those who were
not sophomores out of the dance (including
the people that sophs had brought along as
guests), spectators weren't even allowed on

the Rec Hall balconies . . . Then, someone decided to let in other class members who were
guests of the sophs, and toward the end of the
evening, anyone who wanted to could walk
into the dance . . . The whole thing is due, in
our opinion, to too sealous an attempt to make
BG like other schools, giving us one of their
principle bad features: the creation of many
rival minor factions and closed dances . . .
The policy of trying to make things all-campus whenever possible and of encouraging students of all classes to mix should be encouraged instead of forcing the student into
something for which he has no desire and for
which we have no need . . . Bowling Green is
not yet so large that we must become several
schools in one.

DRIBBLES . . .
Now that there are two pictures in Haben.
stein's column, we wish that he would put captions under them so that we could tell which
is Hobby and which is the bull . . . Theme song
for girls who wear boots over their saddle
shoes, "Take Me Back To My Boots And
Saddles" . . . Cheers to the administration for
finally doing something about the dormitory
food situation . . . also for instituting a journalism department in the university, which
should at least give you a better paper . . .
Dick Lilley, News associate editor last year,
is now working as copy boy with the Washington (D. C.) Newt . . . Poetry corner: You
don't look at stars when you sit in parked
cars . . . Orchids to Jack Elton and his outfit,
one of tho smoothest looking bands ever to
play on the campus . . . for a bunch of high
school kids their music was plenty on the ball
... if they can stick to-gether for a few years,
they should really have a band that will
amount to something . . . congrata to the
Williams hall ferns too for their decorating
ability ... we especially liked the trees.
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Wrestling Show Finals Carded For Tomorrow Night
Matches Feature First
Albion Topples Thinclads In Opener, 58-45 15Night
Of Varsity Club Show
Annual Inter-class Meet
Coxmen Leave
Scheduled For Tuesday f" 0hj? f«*

Meet Friday

Jay Parker, John Fails And Ralph Rotzel Cop Firsts
-In Landismen's Initial Start;
Kenyon Favored To Cop
Wellner On Sideline*
Fourth Conference
Swim Title
Albion College of Michigan proved too much for the
Bowling Green varsity indoor track aggregation last Moninto the final lap
day afternoon when they captured the closing events to win of Swinging
active swimming season
58-45 in the Falcons first track appearance of the season. theanFalcon
swimmers travel
The annual inter-class meet is scheduled for next Tuesday to Oberlin next Friday and
afternoon in the gym oval.
Saturday, March 7 and 8 to
The Landismen captured three^*
take part in the annual Ohio
firsts while the Britons took the Marman TYtnnlA
Conference swim meet to be
top honor, in nine events. Jay "
held at the Oberlin College naParker, the Falcons ace miler,
tatorium.

Ball State And
Kent Swimmers

showed good form in the mile run
when he took an easy first in 4:67.7. Johnnie Fails took the high
jump with a vault of 5'8". Ralph
.
Rotsel won the 440 dash to cop the Coxmen Set Three Pool
Falcons third first.
Records In Muncie
Eddie Wellner Missed
Swim Meet
Britons, who showed winning
form, were Newcomb in the 40 and
HO dashes, Barnes in the two' Closing their inter-collegiate
mile run. McKitrich in the high season in convincing style the Uniand low hurdles, and Mills in theversity swimmers ducked the Ball
pole vault.
! State University splashers at MunThe Falcons missed their point jcie, Ind., to the tune of 45-29.
getting star, Eddie Wellner, who | Hopping off to an early lead the
led last year's cinder artists to a; Falcons were never headed and
successful season. Wellner will be j swept six out of nine events to
back in action when he makes up gain their wide margin of victory.
Captain Jack Doane, Norm Robcouple of academic deficiencies.
ertson and the relay team broke
Thinlies Show Promiir
pool
records in the new Ball State
The Landis-coached outfit seem
to have plenty of strength in the nutatorium.
The Coxmen
will close their
running events but are sadly lacking in the field events. Clarence season next week when they travel
Goterba and Bill Primrose will to Oberlin to take part in the Ohio
carry the Brown and Orange over Conference meet,
the hurdles while Rotzel. Goterba,, „,... T«4» *•»» ?«■'•
_ .
W,th
Ladd and Christian will be out to'
Captain Jack Doane, Bob
Ostheimcr
and
Norm
Robertson
win in the dash events. Captain
Dwight Toedter, Jay Parker, Ralph \ l<,"din&, th«\ *■*•. th« Falcon 8wimBorolT, Edson Park, and Kenny mers closed their home season in
overSnowden will lead the way in the » ",*" of *lory b* <""* .
ing their arch-rivals, Kent
.tit..,.. events.
.„.„f whelming
middle andA !„....
long distance
Kmil Ihnat and Bert Durie will State University, 64-22. The Falbe heaving the weights for the cons were never headed and handFalcons. Fails and Bob Krift will ed the Staters one of their worst
Other
do the high jumping for the Brown set-backs of the season.
and Orange while Jean Bellard is Falcon point-getters included
North,
Bellard,
Adelman,
and
Carslated to show his stuff in the pole
ter.
vaulting.

The inter-class meet will give
Coach Landis • chance to take a
better look at this year's track
prospects. Freshman Coach Joe
Glander has many fine looking
tracksters on hand and is looking
The powerful swim team from
forward to show them off on Tues- Fremont Ross High School easily
day.
carried off the honors at the northwestern district swim meet held
at the local natatorium Saturday
by sweeping six out of nine finite
and gathering a lion's share of the
second places.
Sandusky and Toledo Scott
Plans are being made for a
women's all-atar basketball game waged a merry battle for second
to be played tomorrow evening in honor* with the Blue Streaks nosthe Women's Building. The game ing out the Toledoans by a narrow
will cloae the basketball season margin. Toledo DeVillibia, Bellefor the women's department and vue and Toledo Waite finished in
will feature the best players of that order.
Bob Bahnesen, Rossmen speedsthe different classes.
Bleachers will be set up and the ter, bettered the state 200 free
style
record and teamed with three
public is cordially invited to atteammates to smaah the district
tend the game.
record in the 200 yard relay event.
A diving exhibition was given
by Bob Tate, state Y. M. C. A.
champion as an added attraction
to the two session meet.
President F. J. Prout made the
AND
%
presentation of team awards at the
conclusion of the meet.

Rossmen Triumph
In District Meet

Women's All-Star
Game Tomorrow

SHORT O
LACK Q

By PAULINE
When her editor dips in with a
greedy paw and snatches ner material right from under her very
eyes, what does a poor female
sports columnist do—sit back and
hope that in the nick of time he'll
return it to her! Ah, no, not this
female. She looks to other sources
for new and better material and
says "nya-a-a-a-a" to her old
editor.
At Kent State
I girls, as well as
fellows, make
I themselves promI inent as "fern
fish" by staging
intramural swimming meets with
I the competition
divided among
campus sororiI ties, dormitories,
" PAULINE
off-campus, and
AESCHLIMAN independent
swimming groups. The girls participate in form swimming, races,
diving and the long plunge. They
employ only one referee and several assistants and at the end of
the meet, a cup is awarded the
high group, supplemented by ribbons given for places.
Since bowling has come into its
own as a sport for men and women, young and old, bowling
tournaments are making up a vital part of physical education
Continued on page 4, column 5

Jackson Takes
County Trophy
Jackson High School's basketballers won the county class "B"
championship last Saturday night
when they defeated the Webster
High team in an overtime battle
28-26. This is the second year ina-row that the Wildcats have won
the county championship.
Five schools will
represent
Wood County in the district tournaments at Fremont and Leipsic.
They are Jackson, Webster, Tontogany, Risingsun and Bloomdale.
DeMolays To Sponsor

Roller Skating Party
Plans are being made for a
young peoples skating party to be
held at the Cory Skating Rink on
the night of Friday, March 7, 1941.
The party will be under the auspicies of the local chapter of DeMolay.
The party will feature games
and contests and prizes will be
awarded to the winners of the different events.
Tickets will be on sale at no increase in price and may be secured on the campus from members of the DeMolay organization.

Sports
Calendar

WEDNESDAY
Intramural B.B. Tour.
THURSDAY
Finali of All-Campus Wrestling Tournament—8il5 p.
FRIDAY
Ohio Conference Swimming
Meet at Oberlin
SATURDAY
Ohio Conference Swimming
Meet at Oberlin
MONDAY
Wre.tlin, — Toledo YMCA
here
Intramural B.B. Tournament
8 p.sn.

Kenyon College perennial champions will again be odds-on favorTUESDAY
itrs to repeat as the powerful
Intramural Track Meet, 4
Lords have swept thru their conp.m.
ference schedule without a defeat
and have compiled one of the outstanding records of any swim
team in the mid-west. Paced by
Capt. Howie Tanner, Tom Monohan and Sammy Cooke the Lords
havo smashed about every conference record and if past perfor-1
mances can be any criterion the! Coach Budd Cox Award*
Lord, again will dominate the|
Seyen y^ty Le,ter,
meet.
Yoemen Ar. Tough
To Swimmers
Oberlin ' s Yoemen will be j
a distinct threat to the champion-! N„mRn Robcrtson, junior sprint

Norman Robertson
Named Captain Of
1941-1942 Splashers

i&zmj^Jsz? .£?£*•*. win *#** *« *•«•• ™-

the hosts have smashed thru the
Conference schedule with equal
abandon.
Although handicapped by the
incligibility of Don Greetham,
sophomore speed stylist, the Falcons will put a strong team into
the meet with the distinct possibility of making things interesting
for the leaders.
Takes Whole Squad
Coach Budd Cox will take his
entire squad to Oberlin and it is
expected that the trio of Captain
Jack Doane, Norm Robertson and
Bob Osthimer will better the
showing made by last years' team
in the loop meet.
Along with the Kenyon tandem
of Cooke,
Massachusetts prep
school
champion.
Tanner and
Monohan, state record holders,
other stars such as Kent State's
Wojno, Greene of Wooster, Lemkuhl of Wittenberg and the Richards brothers of Oberlin will be on
in jeopardy.

sity natators, according to a statement from Coach M. Budd Cox.
He will replace Jack Doane, senior
breast-stroker who has been captain and one of the Falcons' leading scorers for the past two years.
Coach Cox also announced that
seven mermen would receive varsity awards for the current season.
In order to win a varsity letter, a
swimmer must collect at least 25
points in official meets. Captain
Jack Doane, Captain-elect Norm
Robertson, Bob Osthimer, Bob
North, Alfred Adelman, Jean Bellard, and Leslie Carter are the
men to receive sweaters.
Don
Greetham, ace free styler and leading scorer, will not receive his
letter because of scholastic ineligibility.
Captain Jack Doane will be the
only graduating senior, so next
year will see six of these veterans
returning, supplemented by this
year's fine freshman equad.

Toledo YMCA Six First Class "Grunt And Groan" Goes Promised
Night; Prices To Remain At
Oilers Defeat For Thursday
Low 10 And 20 Cent Level
The all-campus wrestling tournament will sweep into
B.C. Grapplers the finals
tomorrow night with the 12 best grapplers in the
University staging the first wrestling show in the history of
Next Year's Schedule To Falcon sports.
As we go to press, the quarter-finals have just been comInclude Buffalo,
pleted, leaving the semi-finals to be fought out last night. In
Ohio U.
the 128-pound bracket, Pete Stan-

Landismen Romp
Over Heidelberg
In Season Finale

The Falcon grapplers met
their first defeat of the current season last Wednesday
night at the hands of Toledo a
powerful Y. M. C. A. mat
squad. The Toledoans swept
the first two matches and all Johnson, Ricketts Pace
the heavier weights to win
Brown And Orange In
handily 23-8.
Listless Contest
Emerson Avery anil Ken Butter-',
field garnered Bowling Green's B
points in the 145 nnd 135 pound'
classes respectively. Avery picked up 5 points on a third period
full, and Butterfield won a close
decision to clinch the other 3 points.
The Y. M. C. A. team collected
four falls and a decision to wind
up in the winner's circle. The
Brood will have a return match
with the Toledo lads in University
gym sometime in the near future.
Loie To Findlay
Saturday night the Glandermen
traveled to Findlay to tangle with
the rough and tough Oiler specialists. The highly-rated Findlay outfit rode over the Orange and Brown
23-3, Bowling Green's only points
coming when L. V. Kbenhnck
pounded out a decision over Hall.
last year's fourth place winner in
the interstate matches.
Johnny Curtis, Ivan Miklirh, Jim
Showkeir, and Bob McCloud lost
their matches on falls, although
Showkeir lost his on a freak pin
after piling up a considerable number of points.
Morric Brillhart
dropped the curtain raiser to
"Tiny" Latta on a close 12-11 decision.
Tentative Card
Coach Joe Glander has announced that next year's tentative schedule includes the University of Buffalo, Ohio University, Findlay College, Akron University, and Baldwin- Wallace.
This schedule contains several of
the toughest opponents in collegiate
wrestling. Buffalo and Findlay
both are rated very highly in National grappling circles.

The 1940-41 Fulcon quintet
lowered the curtain on their present season last Tuesday hy overcoming the Tri-colors from HcinVl
berg -15-30 in a very slow moving
game,
The Student Princes took over ■
quick 7-5 lead but the Itrown and
Orange shot into the front with
ten straight points. The Landismen held a 27-11 advantage at
the intermission.
Tri-Color Improve
The second half found many of
the Falcon reserves in the ball
Kame which saw the Tri-colors
moving into the hall game in better style. Zalar, the Princes' leading scorer this year, was held to
three free throws in the first half
but I'amc bnck to score fi points
for a total of 9.
Johnson and Ricketts each tallied 11 points to keep the Brown
and Orange in the lead.

Marsh Names 14
Cage 44 Winners

Brown And Orange Cagers End Season;
Non-Conference Rivals Tough for Brood

Fourteen yearling basketballers
will be awarded numeral sweaters,
according to a statement released
by Coach Fred E. Marsh last week.
The awards are given in recognition of the squadmen's services as
frosh cagers during the season just
closed.
The men that will be honored
are Wayne Bordner, Tiffin; Robert Ertley, Columbus; Howard
Friesner, Fremont; Roy Max, Hoigate; Doug and Don Myers, Columbus.
Jones Oberhouser,
Fremont;
Joe Ott, Defiance; Ward Pollock,
Wallingford, Pa.; Kenny Roethlisberger, Lima; Fred Rolfe, Gibsonberg; Lloyd Thompson, Cleveland;
and Karl Turner .

erage to 38.
Johnson Lead* Scorers
Captain Dewey Johnson led the

Students at the University of
Rochester are experimenting with
a combined junior yearbook for
their co-ordinate college.

10 Wins In 22 Starts
Is Final Mark
For Falcons
The Bowling Green basketball
record book was totaled last week
as the Falcons completed their
tough 22 game schedule with 10
games on the right side of the ledger while 12 encounters found their
way to the loss column. This also found Coach Paul Landis completing his sixteenth year as basketball mentor under the Brown
and Orange colors.
The Landismen found the Ohio
Conference opponents much more
to their liking as they took eight
of the fifteen conference games
while Bluffton and Hiriam were
the only non-conference teams to
fall to the Falcons.
Falcons Are Outacored
The Falcons were outscored by
their opponents 886-860 to give
the Landismen a 39 points a game
average while their opponents netted an even 40 for a point-a-minute average.
In non-conference competition
the Falcons were able to score
four more points than their opponents. The totals were 276-271.
The Landismen held their 39 average while the non-conference
opponents dropped the game av-

Intramural Cage
Tourney Carded

Plans were completed late last
week by the intramural department for an elimination tournment
designed to choose the intramural
basketball champs.
The winners of each the National, American, fraternity and the
Kohl Hall league schedules will be
the four teams that will be battling for the mythical crown. Last
year the Five Brothers copped the
trophy in the playoffs from the
There are 928 semi-circular Alley Bats.
arches in the main barracks of The
This tourney will close the inCitadel, South Carolina military tramural basketball play for this
year.
college.

/WCi. LAfi/O/S
Pictured above is Coach
Paul E. Landis, who has just
concluded his sixteenth year
on the Falcon coaching staff
at head basketball mentor.
Bowling Green scoring for this
season with a total of 216 points |
in the 20 encounters in which he
took part. Johnson missed the
Ashland and the second Findlay
game. This 10.7 average is slightly better than Johnson's 9.6 average of last year when he connected 200 counters in 21 games.
Johnson's two years of collegiate
competition has totaled him 416
points to place him high in the
scoring circles of the Ohio Conference.
Ricketts Second
Phil Ricketts followed Johnson
with 140 counters in 22 games for
a 6.3 game average.
Others who tallied more than
100 points were Mike Kish, sophomore guard who broke into the
starting lineup in the Baldwin-

Captain Dewey Johnson
Leads Scoring
With 215

ford outpointed Roger Carr in a
close 11-9 decision. In the second
match of this class, Bernie Ryan
pinned Hugh Nott in 33 seconds
of the final period.
Rudy-Cramer In Overtime
The 145 pounders put up some of
tin- host scraps of the evening.
Newt Bntes pinned Bernie Avery
in 46 seconds of the first stanza;
Ijirry Cramer pounded out a decision over Wayne Rudy in two
overtime periods; and Eddie Wellnod outpointed Kmerson Avery 105.
Dimitri Kunch won a 16-12 decision over Tony Zurlo in the 155
pound class; Geno Balconi nipped
Dsrrell Halter 7-5; and Carr Newcomer docisioned his roommate,
Kenny Warren, 8-6.
Spirited I6S Pound Matches
The 165 pound bouts opened with
a thriller between Danny Marazon
and Chuck Grissette, Marazon winning , 19-12. In the other two
matches in this weight class, Ty
Smith pinned Olin Fischer in 1 ;02
of the third period, and Don Chance
pinned Paul Ward in 50 seconds
of the second period.
In the only 175 pound match of
the evening, Paul Woodburn gained a fall over Robbin Bertsch in
1:20 of the final round. The three
heavyweight bouts rang down the
curtain on the first round of this
tournament. Chester Sak decisioned George Carter 12-7; Tony Amos
flopped Emil Ihnat around to pile
up a 16-6 decision; and in the final,
Dave Martin pinned Frankie Usak
in 1:58 of the third stanza, after
what was possibly the best match
of the evening.
10 And 20 Cent Admission
The winners of these matches,
if they were not eliminated in the
semi-finals last night, will be in
action tomorrow night when the
final round gets under way. The
matches will start at 8 p. m. in
the Men's Gymnasium. Admission
will be 10 cents for students, and
20 cents fo radults.
The New York Liberty club reports that with the exception of
Hunter college, library facilities
of the city's four colleges are inadequate.
Dr. llollis R. Upson of Duquesne
university is one of four persons
in the world working to translate
the liturgy of the Syrian Orthodox
church into English.

Wallace game, and Ton Mason,
who finished his second year of
varsity play.
Kish hit the nets
for 112 points while Mason netted
106 counters.
Big Gene Harknesa corded 83
points, while Mike Marko finished
his collegiate play with a total of
71. Don Patterson was the other
eager who scored more than 26 as
togany, Bloomdale, and Risingsun.
he hit the basket for 47.
' Others scoring points were
Temple, 26; Buckenmeyer, 21;
Conrad, 16; Halliwell, 13; Sherman, 14; and Rudy, 6.
Individual Honors
Captain Johnson took the honors
for scoring the most points in one
game played by the Landismen
when he netted 23 points in the
first Heideberg game in the Tiffin
Columbian gym. Jim Ebert, Muskingum center, tallied 24 points
to take individual scoring honors
for Falcon opponents.
Dick Gernert, Bowling Green's
contribution to the leading Wooster five, took the scoring honors
in the local gym when he racked
up 22 points in Wooster's classy
53-29 win over the Landismen.
FIVE BROTHERS—
Make a hit with Corsages
from

BRIGHAM'S
South Main
EAT—

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
On All Occasions
This coupon presented with
30c will clean and preee a
pair of trousers, skirt or
sweater.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

Take a minute to relax, and
things go smoother. Ice-cold
Coca-Cola adds refreshment to
relaxation. It* delightful, wholesome taste has the charm of purity. So when you pause throughout the day, make it hSepovse hW
refresnes with ice-cold Coca-Cola. YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
Boated under •inhociir of Th« Cacs-Cols Coapuv be

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO
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Dick Hanselman Plays
Society Will
Co-ed Spends More Emerson
FIVE BROTHERS WILL TREAT CAMPUS
For Sophomore Dance
Hold Newspaper Night
Than Indiana Man
TO TIP-OFF DANCE; FORMAL SATURDAY

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Decorations
Party Favor*
Candy
School Supplies
Greeting Cards
Novelties

Cleveland Rhythm Riders To Play For Both Affairs;
Sororities Hold Formal Dinners For Rushees;
Fraternities Announce Pledge Groups
By MARTHA WALRATH

Rappaport's

The Five Brother fraternity will do the honors this
week-end for entertaining the campus. On Friday evening
"For Everything"
the annual all-campus Tip-Off dance, honoring Coach Landis
and the basketball squad, will be held in the Women's Gym
from 8:30 to 12. Saturday evening the Five Brothers will
RANDALL'S BAKERY! open the fraternity-sorority spring formal season. Their
For a complete line of fine
BAKED GOODS
South Main
■.--V--.V.V^AV."^-.'V.-.A
MWM

CORNER
NEW STAND
;!
FRESH POPCORN
;! CANDY
TOBACCO

YOU
Should try one of our
hamburgers.

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop
We Serve Delicious Chile

Expert Beauty Work
To Fit Your
Individual Needs

Kay Ann
Beauty Shop
rtrtrtArV^^-^Vw-^W^W-^^r^f^r^rN

A GOOD HABITEAT AT THE

PARROT
RESTAURANT
Our sanitary kitchens
will always assure
you of
GOOD HOME
COOKING
Balanced meals essential to every student with a large variety to choose from
each day.
Delicious Fountain refreshment* . . tasty
Toasted Sandwiches

THE PARROT
"Fountain Of Youth"

formal will he held in the Rcc Hull.
Boh liugedorn and his Rhythm
Riders from Cleveland have been
enframed to play for both dances.
The week-end events will mark the
first appearance of this orchestra
on the campus. So, it looks like a
big- week-end
for
the
Five
Brothers and you, too!

"Muiic to mil ihr taste of all"
is featured by Hob Hagedorn and
his Rhythm Ridera who will play
for the FIVK BROTHER Tip-Off
dance on Fri. evening and the Five
Brother spring formal the following night. The Rhythm Riders,
a well-known Cleveland all-college
dance band, are making their first
appearance on the campus this
week-end. The band personnel includes a glee club, trio and 3
soloists.
Friday's dance is all campus and
will be held in the Women's Gym
from B:80 to 12. Guests of honor at the dunce will bo the Falcon
quintet and Coach Paul Landis.
Announcement of next year's raptain will be made.
Joe Fox is
general rhairmun for the dance.
Saturday evening will find the
Five Brothers and their guests in
formal dress for the spring formal from !> to 12 in the Roc Hall.
The fraternity's biggest event of
the year promises novel decoration-., soft lights and sweet music.
Harold Mehlow is general chairman for the formal.
Arrangements for the orchestra
were made by Al Sautter and
Dale Good.
Last Thursday evening, the
FIVF, BISTER Sorority entertained about 20 rushees at a draftee
party in the lounge of their house.
Kach draftee was required to
Rive the pledge of allegiance; fill
out questionnaires (which were
part of the entrance exam) with
pictures from magazines; and present an army drill in the form of
a short skit.
Miniature tin soldiers were (riven as priies to the
more skilled draftees.
At the
close of the evening, traditional
army mess consisting of baked
beans, coffee, and hard tack was
served.
The "Fives" are holding their
formal dinner Wednesday. Mauri
ta Kershner is in charge of ar
range Mats.

AdulU (all tim») *0c
WED.-THUR.
MAR. 5-6
Tyrone Power, I.indtt Darnell

"MARK OF ZORRO"
FRI.-SAT.
Mar. 7-8
Open 2:16 Sat.
The Three Mesquitcors in

The SKOL Sorority formal dinner for rushees was held last evening at the Woman's Club. Dinner was served at 6. The table
centerpiece was sweetpeas nnd
pussywillows and each guest was
presented with a corsage of daffodils and sweetpeas. During the
dinner Joan Coulon sang several
popular selections. Later in the
evening Norm Robertson's orchestra played. Dancing and games
of cards were enjoyed.
Betty
Jane Lowry was chairman of the
committee for the dance assisted
by Martha Jordan, Mary Frances
Church, Joan Coulon and Tedca
Arnold.
Tha DELHI Fratamity has accepted its first pledge class for the
second semester. They are Olin

H"*«i S?", JJendrickflJ *•'*
Hickman, Clark Munger, Ray Robbins, Bill Sums, and Fred Thompson. Subsequent classes will follow shortly.
A committee has been appointed
to put on Delhi's assembly program April :10th. The committee
includes: Howard Shine, ("onwell
J. Poling, Mike D'Asaro, Larry
Kuhl, Darwin MayHeld, Chuck
Johnson, Paul Ladd, John bron
son, Bob Habcnstein and Edward
Christian.
Other committee appointments will be made soon.
Athletic director Zechman has
announced a training schedule for
all Delhi Softball enthusiasts.
Favorable reports have been received from all Delhi flying cadets, namely: Jim Iluntington, Hill
Berry, and Hud Franc its.

Fifteen men have already signed
COMMONER bids /or second
semester pledging and are now
performing pledge duties. Robert
Berardi was elected Pledge President and Max Ihrig was named
vice president of the pledglings in
a pledge election.
Dick Dunipace is chairman of
the committee to revise the constitution to comply with new Inter-Fraternity regulations.
The following committees have
been appointed for the Commoner
formal March 15: orchestra: Dick
Jay nee, Chairman, Ed Horvath,
Jim Place and Rex Moorhead;
decorations: Ervin Morrison, chairman, Ernest Nixon, Allen Davidson, Harlan Horton, Kenneth Parker, and Kenelm Winslow; re
freshments: Bill Kcrruish, Francis Ruth and Dick Dunipace; guttt
list: James Ludwjck, chairman,
Dick Jaynes, Kenneth Kafer, Jim
Place, Stanley Zelaski and Robert
Rice; and programs: Robert Rice,
chairman, and Jim Place.

BLOOMINGTON. IND. . (ACPI - The co-ed spends more than
the mere male at Indiana university, a survey has revealed.
THE AVERAGE STUDENT
LAST YEAR SPENT *643.22.
THE WOMEN SPENT AN AVERAGE OF $682.70 AND THE
MEN .1621.07.
Organized women spent $210.74
more than unorganized women, and
in the case of the men the difference was $293.30.
Greatest differences between expenditures of men and women was
in percentage of the budget spent
for recreation, amusement and
clothing.
«
The WILLIAMS HALL girls
danced to the Tom Tom rhythm of
Jack Elton's Lyrical Elyrians last
Friday night.
The Recreation Hall was decorated in jungle fashion with a
straw hut providing the atmosphere for the orchestra.
Punch and wafers were served
at intermission.

Lot Monde, th* EMERSON
IANS held a mock session of the
National House of Representatives
at which three issues (proposed
legislation) were considered.
Bernard Ryan and Leomi Menache discussed the Topic of "Feeding Europe's Starving;" Ralph
Kline and Mary Jane Wilson spoke
on "Unamerican Activitiaa;" and
Robert Bertch and Harold Long
presented the problem of**"Rivers
and Harbors."
The next meeting, March 17,
will be newspaper night. The Emersonian! will make a newspaper
and by so doing they hope to develop their wit and humor.
Welesley college has a war relief workroom.

Follow the crowd and
meet your friends at
the Purity for delicious San d w i c h e s,
Fountain Service and
Home Made Candies

Purity
Confectionery

Plans for BETA GAMMA UPsilon's spring formal. March 29,
are getting under way with Don
Coursen as general chairman.
Malcom Acocks has been appointed as head of decorations with
other committees to be appointed
soon. The decision was to hold it
in the Rec Hall and Ernie DuflieM and his orchestra has been obtained by the committee for the
evening.
The following girls were guests
of Clovia at the home of Miss Lou
Leonard recently: Barbara Zahrend, Mary Miller, Ruth Miller,
Margaret Miller, Rowena Joice,
Phyllis Kline, Virginia Zimmer,

Many .tudmts ar* taking advantage of "Our discount to students on their
fl-ii'"-"
Ey«* thoroughly
examined end the finest f lasses made for them at a discount.
Duplicated lenses also are
discounted.

Strawer Jewelry
& Optical Co.

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE

The CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
March 5-6-7-8
Open 2:15 Sat
Robert Young, Virginia
Gilmore in /.am- Grey's

WESTERN UNION"
Filmed in Technicolor
SUN.-MON.

Mar. 9-10

Open 2:15 Sun.
Charles Boyer, Margaret
Sullavan in Fannie Hurst's

"BACK STREET"
TUE. Open 2:15 March 11
HONOR GUEST NIGHT
LARGE CASH AWARD
Allan Jones, Margaret
Lindsay in

"Hard-Boiled Canary"
WED.-THUR.-FRI.
March 12-13-14
Fred MacMurray, Madeline
Carroll in

"VIRGINIA"

Member Federal Reserve
System

Bank Of
Wood County
Member

Federal

Deposit

Insurance Corp.

116 N. Main
Croups of SEVEN SISTER rush and Evelyn Lust.
ees were entertained at the sorority house with a party last Saturday afternoon and a slumber More Of Pauline's
QUALITY DAIRY
Special with this
I
party Saturday evening.
Shorts And Slacks
Last evening the officers of the
coupon
|
PRODUCTS
sorority and Miss Caroline Niel- Continued from page 3, Column 1
Toasted Ham Salad I
snn had dinner at the Woman'.
Club honoring Miss Margaret Pur- programs.
Sandwich with hot I
At Baldwin-Wallace,
dy, who has been accepted as sor- the inducement for women pinchocolate
14c j
The semi-ruth party of the ority sponsor to replace Dr. Flor piggers to enter the current bowlTHRKE KAY Sorority will be held ence Litchfield.
ing tournament is being made
at the Women's Club Thursday
twice as alluring by the W. A. A.
evening.
Harriet Sherman is in
offering a prise of a box of candy
Bowling: Green, Ohio
Southern
California
urea
of
the
charge of the affair which is forUniversity of California extension made by their own association
mal. Her committee consists of
president,
who
is,
incidentally,
a
division recently added 17 new inHanna Roller, Lucille Rosterfer, structors.
home ec. major . Novel, what?
anil Florence Reely.
«<v^A^-b•«^.^A/vv^^d^/^.'^ArtH^A/^Art■^^
The Founder's Day Luncheon ^'W^^WJWdWWW/yWWrtAVWWWWVVVVWMMftVSfVVVV^
will he March 8 in the Recreation
WHEN PLANNING A PARTY, CONSULT
Hall, which will be cleverly decorated in green and white. In charge
US FIRST
of this party will be Carolyn PertLet us fix your hair for.the formal. Your
ner, Roberta Hanline, Rosemary
Patterson, and Anne Geinar. A
hair is important.
large number of alumni are expected to attend.
The program
consists of a sextet. The toastmistress will be Harriet Shearman.
Party Pastry Specialists

Labey's Sweet
Shop

MODEL
DAIRY

Girls...

Scheidhauer's Bakery

Monty's Beauty Salon

The University of Buffalo school
The LAS AMICAS Sorority
held its formal dinner for rushees of medicine is in its ninetieth
year.
Monday evening at 6:30 in the
Woman's Club. Bowls of spring
flowers decorated the table- and
each rushee was presented with a
corsage in the sorority's colors of
coral and green. A theatre party
at the Cla-Zcll followed the dinner.
Maryellen Hill was general
chairman in charge of arrangement- for the dinner. June Smith
was chairman of the decoration
comnlittee assisted by Jean Mersereau, Margery Hilt and Lois
Gordon.

Shampoo and Wave

North Main Street

50c
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The LYRIC

•

Dick Hanselman and his orchestra played for the sophomore
dance held Saturday evening in
Recreation Hall. Besides dancing
pranirs of table tennis, bowling and
Chinese Checkers were arranged
for play. Balloon decorations also provided entertainment for the
dancers.
Faculty guests invited
to the party were President and
Mrs. Frank J. Prout, Dr. and Mrs.
H. B. Williams, Miss A. Wrey
Warner, Dean and Mrs. A. B.
Conklin, Mr. and Mi - J. W. Bunn,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hoppes, Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. McEwen, Dr. and
Mrs. G. W. Cooke, Mr. and Mrs.
Upton Palmer, Dr. and Mrs. W.
H. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. A. Schalk,
Jr. and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin B.
Cox.

HOT SOUPS
HOT CHOCOLATE
SANDWICHES
For That Noon Lunch

HUNGRY?
Come and get a
"Meal for a Dime"

Giant
Hamburg

Here's the
real smoker's cigarette
...the top o' good smoking
for smokers like us

"Prairie Pioneers"
Pin. "Kint Of Tha Royal
Mounted"
SUN.-MON.
Mar. 9 10
Open 2:15 Sun.
W. C. Fields, Una Merkel in

"BANK DICK"
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
March 11-12-13

James Cufrney, Ann Sheridan

In
"City For Conquest"
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STUDENTS—
If you want a good
selection of the finest in Baked Goods
come to the

Ross Bakery
218 N. Main
.-.v.^-.'v.-.v.-^'-w

Chesterfield's own
PATSY OAtlITT
Prod Wering's "Pleasure Tim.
with PAT O'SIIIN
America's popwfor screen stei

Do you smoke
the cigarette that SATISFIES
lake out a Chesterfield
...and light it. You'll like the COOL
way Chesterfields smoke.. .you'll like
their BETTER TASTE...you'll find them
DEFINITELY MILDER-not strong...not flat.

Corsages And Flowers For Every Occassion.

Yon conf bwy a bet** dgartf.. T/keySaZtifc

